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In this thesis, the problem of estimating the scale matrix and their eigenvalues in 
a Wishart distribution and in a multivariate F distribution (which arises naturally 
from a two-sample setting) are considered. A new class of estimators which shrink 
the eigenvalues towards their arithmetic mean is proposed. It is shown that the 
new estimator dominates the usual unbiased estimator under the squared error 




1.1 Main Problems 
Many classical multivariate procedures revolve around random and parameter 
matrices and their eigenstmctures. Invariance and other considerations tend to 
focus a great deal of attention on the eigenvalues. In this dissertation, we consider 
the problem of estimating scale matrices and their eigenvalues in two situations, 
first is the Wishart distribution, second is the multivariate F distribution. These 
distributions occur in the standard multivariate analysis of variance and discrim-
inant analysis settings. 
In the Wishart case, a multivariate normal model consists of a set of indepen-
dently and identically distributed observation X1,X2, . . . , X ^ � N m { 0 , E), 9mxi 
1 
and T>mxm are both unknown {6 G 71爪 and S positive definite). It is well known 
the {X, S) is a complete sufficient statistic for {9, E), where X 二 J2^i Xi!N and 
S = J2^i[Xi — X){Xi — Xy denote respectively the sample mean vector and the 
sample dispersion matrix. Let X = V ^ X , /i = yfNQ and n — N — 1. It is well 
known that X �A^m("', 5]), S �Wrn(w, ^) and they are independent. Under this 
formulation we consider the point estimation problems of estimating the matrix E. 
The problem of estimating eigenvalues of the scale matrix of the multivariate F 
distribution was first considered by Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) through 
an attempt to estimate the eigenvalues (5i,..., bm{^ i > •.. > Sm > 0) of EiDfi 
in a decision theoretic way where Si and S2 are independent Wishart matrices 
with Si �W"m(rii, E )^, i = 1, 2. These eigenvalues are important, for example, in 
the problem of testing Ei = E2 against Ei + E2 as the power function of any 
invariant test statistics under a natural group of transformations depends only 
on (5i,..., by^ . Ideally, a decision theoretic approach would specify a loss function 
in terms of ^i , . . . , 5m and risk calculation would be done with respect to the ex-
pectation of the joint distribution of the eigenvalues /1, . . . , lm{h > . . . > lm > 0) 
of S1S2^. However, this approach seems infeasible mainly due to the complexity 
of the distribution of the ordered eigenvalues l i , . . . , lm-
The approach taken in this dissertation, is to construct a random matrix G 
2 
whose eigenvalues are l i , . . . , 1爪 and a parameter matrix A whose eigenvalues 
are <5i,..., 6m- Our approach may then be summarized as follows: The random 
/s. 八 
matrix G is used to construct an 'estimate' A(G) of A. The eigenvalues of A(G) 
may then be regarded as estimates of ^i , . . . , dm, the eigenvalues of A. To this 
end we consider only orthogonally invariant estimates of A which have the same 
eigenvectors as G and whose eigenvalues are functions only of h,...,lm, i.e., 
estimates of the form 
A{G) = H^L)H', 
where H is an m x m orthogonal matrix such that G — HLH', with L = 
diag(Ji,..., /^) and $(L) 二 diag{4>i{L)^..., 4>m{L)). For i = 1，. •., m, the ob-
servable random variable 4>i{L) may then be regarded as an estimate of ^. In the 
Wishart case, We consider the class of estimator 
Ea = 2 s + h ( Z r $ / ^ (1.1) ： 
n mn 
i 
where 0 < a < 1. 
_ A _ A 
Note that a — 1 corresponds to the usual unbiased estimator E^ = j^ S and E^ , 
is in the class of orthogonally invariant estimator. 
In the Multivariate F case, we consider the class of estimator of the form 
K = acF + ( l _ * f t r F ) J m (1.2) 
m 
where 0 < a < 1. 
3 
We will give the motivation of the class of estimator in (1.1) and (1.2) in next 
section. 
1.2 Class of Regularized Estimator 
Since in estimating eigenvalues, the estimated eigenvalues tends to spread out, i.e. 
the smallest eigenvalue tends to under-estimate and the greatest eigenvalue tends 
to over-estimate (see Muirhead(1987)). We try to improve this by shrinking the 
eigenvalues towards their arithmetic mean. We start from the unbiased estimate 
of the parameter matrix, then we improve the unbiased estimate by the idea as 
we proposed. Our estimate 4>i{L) depend on the eigenvalues of G, / i , . . . , 1爪 only. 
UL) = k-{l-a){k-J) 
= a k + (1 - a)l 
1 — Q __ 
— a l i H y^ l,i where 0 < a < 1. 
m ^ , 
Then 
0i(L) 0 … 0 
0 ^ 2 { L ) … 0 
HL) = 
• • . • 
• • • . 
0 0 … ^ m { L ) 
4 
Since trG = ^ li, that means 
h 0 . •. 0 
0 k … 0 i _ c , 
^{L) - a +——{tvG)Irr., 
: : • : 饥 
. • • • 
0 0 … l m 
So the orthogonally invariant estimates of parameter A is 
K = H^H' = aG + ^^^{trG)Im 
m 
which suggested a class of estimator of the form 
|A^ : A« - c aG + ^~^(trG)Im，0 < oc < l | (1.3) I 
where c is a constant in order to make cG to be an unbiased estimate of A. a 
I I 
I 
is the shrinkage parameter ranging from 0 to 1 representing various degrees of ‘ 
shrinkage. This particular form of shrinkage is also appeared in equation(18) in 
Friedman(1989) although he used this shrinkage in a different context, namely 




1.3.1 Properties of Kronecker Products and Commuta-
tion Matrix 
Many of the results derived later can be expressed neatly and succinctly in terms 
of the Kronecker product of matrices. 
Definition 1 Let A = (a^) be a p x q matrix and B = {bij) be an r x s m,atrix. 
The Kronecker product of A and B, denoted by A 0 B, is the pr x qs matrix ‘ 
I 
- n I 
0'llB a12B . . • 0,iqB j 
CL21B Q,22B • • . Q/2qB 
A (g) B = 
• • . • • • • • i 
0'piB 0,p2B • •. dpqB 
Some of the important properties of the Kronecker product are now summarized. 
1. {aA) (g) [PB) = a(3{A ® B) for any scalars a, j3. 
2. If A and B are both p x q and C is r x 5, then {A + B)®C = A 0 C + B 0 C. 
3. [A®B)®C = A®{B®C). 
4. { A 0 B y = A ' 0 B ' . 
/ 
6 
5. If A and B are both m x m then 
tr{A 0 B) = [trA){trB). 
6. If A is m X n, B is p x q, C is n x r, and D is q x s then 
{A 0 B){C 0 D) = AC 0 BD. 
7. If A and B are nonsingular then 









vec{T) = i 
[tq) 
Definition 2 The m x m commutation matrix Km is defined as J 
m m 
4 = E E ( & 0 ^ y 
i=l j=l 
where Hij is an mxm, m,atrix with (¾, j)th element equals one and zeroes elsewhere. 
Now, we will state some facts which useful in our calculation 
1. trAB = vec{AJvec{B) trvec{B)vec{A')'. 
7 
2. trKm = rn. 
3. trKm{A'^B) = tr{A'B). 
1.3.2 Basic Concept in Decision Theory 
Decision theory is a study of inference problems in which all parts of the decision 
making process are formally defined, including desired optimality criteria. These 
criteria are then used to compare alternative decision procedures. Hence, decision 
theory provides an alternative method of analyzing inference problems. | 
( 
Loss Function — If T is an estimator of r(6'), then a loss function is any real-
valued function, L(t; ^), such that . 
'( 
L(t; 6) > 0 for every t ' 
and 'I 
L{t]0) = 0 when t = r{6) 
Risk Function — The risk function is defined to be the expected loss, 
( I I 
RT{0) = E[L(T;0)] 
Thus, if a parameter or a function of a parameter is being estimated, one may 
choose an appropriate loss function depending on the problem, and then try to 
find an estimator, the average loss or risk function of which is small for all possible 
values of the parameter. 
8 
Admissible Estimator — An estimator Ti is a better estimator than T: if and 
only if 
R r M < R r M for all 6 G 0 
and 
i?Ti(^) < RT2{^) for at least one 9 
An estimator T is admissible if and only if there is no better estimator. Also, 
we say Ti dominate T2. 
1.4 Related Works 
In recent years, considerable research has been done in the area of decision- the-
^1 
oretic estimation of a covariance matrix E in a multivariate normal distribution. ； 
Significant improvement over the sample covariance matrix S can be obtained, ' 
I 
essentially by focusing attention of the problem of estimating the characteristic 
roots of E by functions of the characteristic roots of S. Works along this direction 
can be found in Stein(1975,1977), HafF(1985) , Dey and Srinivasan(1985), Lin and 
Periman(1985). Following this, estimation of parameter matrices and their eigen-
values has received some attentions. Leung and Muirhead(1987), Leung(1994a,b), 
Leung and Lo(1996), Lo and Leung(1996) considered the problem of estimating 
canonical correlation coefficients, the noncentrality matrix and their eigenvalues 
in noncentral Wishart distribution and noncentral multivariate F distribution. 
9 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of estimating the eigenvalues of the scale 
matrix A of a multivariate F distribution. This problem has been considered 
by various authors, namely, Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985), Leung and Muir-
head(1988), Dey(1989), Gupta and Krishnamoorthy(1990), Konno(1991) and Le-
ung(1992). 
H 
1.5 Brief Summary 
In Chapter 2, we will consider the problem of estimating the Covariance Matrix E 
I 
and its eigenvalues in a Wishart distribution. First, the significance of the prob- ？ 
'i 
lem will be discussed and some previous work on this problem will be reviewed. : 
i 
The main objective in Chapter 2 is to prove that the usual unbiased estimate of 
！ 
/s 
E is dominated by Ec, defined in (1.1) for some suitably chosen values of a. An : 
optimal values of a is also suggested. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation is car-
ried out to study and compare the performance of the estimator proposed with ，: 
S. In Chapter 3, we will consider the problem of estimating the Scale Matrix 
A and its eigenvalues in a Multivariate F distribution. First, the significance of 
the problem will be discussed and some previous work on this problem will be 
reviewed. Similarly, the main objective in Chapter 3 is to prove that the usual 
A unbiased estimate of A is dominated by A^ defined in (1.2) for some suitably 
10 
chosen values of a. An optimal values of a is also suggested. Finally, a Monte 
Carlo simulation is carried out to study and to compare the performance of the 
estimator proposed. In Chapter 4, we outline some possible extensions for further 
research. 
» 
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2.1 Significance of The Problem 
In this chapter, our problem is to obtain an improved estimate of E under the 
loss 
L ( E , E ) - ^ r ( E - E ) ^ 
Suppose Si > • • • > Sm > 0 are the eigenvalues of E. These eigenvalues are also 
very important since we encounter them in several problems in multivariate sta-
12 
tistical analysis. For example, in principal components, the eigenvalues of E are 
the variance of the principal components. In sphericity test, we use a sample of 
p-component vectors X i , . . . , Xn from A/"(/i, S) to test the hypothesis H : D = o^I, 
where cr^  is not specified. The hypothesis can be given an algebraic interpretation 
in terms of the characteristic roots of E. The hypothesis is true, if and only if, 
all the characteristic roots are equal. 
� 
2.2 Review of The Previous Work 
i f 
Eigenvalue estimation problems have been studied in other areas by various au- ； i j： 
thors. Most have considered the problem of estimating a population covariance :l 
i； 
matrix E given a Wishart matrix; restricting attention to orthogonally invariant 
t 
estimates of the type described in previous section reduces the problem to one of : 
estimating the eigenvalues of E. Relevant papers are those of Stein(1977), Efron 
and Morris(1976), Haff(1980,1985), Lin and Perlman(1985), Verthaworn(1983), . 
Dey and Srinivasan(1985), Dey(1988) and Jin(1993). Let us review some of their 
work. 
Let Xi，.. •，Xf^  be independent normally distributed m-dimensional random vec-
tors with unknown mean /i and unknown covariance matrix E. Let X be the 
sample mean vector, i . e .又 =去 E^Ii Xi, and put A = E^i(^i — X)(Xi — Xy； 
13 
so that S = ^A is the sample covariance matrix {n = N — 1). The distribution 
of A is Wishart with covariance E and n degrees of freedom and S is the usual 
unbiased estimate for E. S is not optimal from a decision theoretic viewpoint 
since it is inadmissible (see e.g. James and Stein (1961)). 
James and Stein (1961) first introduced a scale invariant loss function 
A / S / S 
Li(S, E) == fr (SS_i) — log c/et(EE"^) — m and provided a constant risk minimax 
estimate that dominates the unbiased estimate S. This estimate is 
k 
E = T'DT \ 
I (<, f I 
where T is upper-triangular with positive diagonal elements such that T'T = A, ；;! 
I 
：! 
and D = diag{di,..., dm) with v 
•'i 
，! 
di = — ( i = 1 , . . . , m ) . ' 
n + m - 2i + 1 ^ ’ ’ ) 
s 
I 
This estimate, however, is inadmissible and has the rather unappealing feature of 
not being invariant under permutations of the m variables. Stein (1977) studied 
a class of orthogonally invariant estimates of E of the general form J 
E = m{L)R' (2.1) 
where S = RLR' with R the matrix of normalized eigenvectors (i.e. RR' = R'R = 
/), L = diag{li,...，lm) is the diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalues with 







of E of the form given in (2.1) with 
_ = n - ^ ^ l ^ E . , . ^ (2; 
by an approximate minimization of an unbiased estimate of the risk function. 
However, it is not generally true that ¢l{L) > • • • > 0^(L) > 0. Stein addressed 
this problem by performing isotonic regression on the ^i{L) after first adjusting 
them to ensure nonnegativity. (See Lin and Perlman(1985) for details of this 
� 
isotonic procedure.) 丨；; 




El = a[A^ut{u)C], ：；丨 i«i 
. 1 
、丨: I 
where 0 < a < •, t(.) is a nonincreasing function, u = tr{A-^c)^ and C is an f 
I i /N ,1 
arbitrary positive definite matrix. He proved that Ei dominates the unbiased 
I 
estimate S provided that a = •, C > 0 and t{u) is an absolutely continuous and > 
nonincreasing function with 0 < t{u) < 之(：-”.Haff derived this empirical Bayes 
1 ！ 
estimate by considering a conjugate prior distribution (inverted Wishart) on E, , 
5ri~M^77/,i/)， 
7 
where n' > 0(a known integer), then estimated 7 from the marginal distribution 
of A. Although El dominates S, a Monte Carlo study showed that the improve-
ment is small (see Lin and Perlman(1985)). 
Haff(1985), building on previous work by Stein(1977), derived a Bayes estimate 
15 
of E from a class restricted by orthogonal invariance. This estimate, which mini-
mizes the Bayes risk, turns out to be the solution to a Euler-Lagrange system of 
equations. HafF obtained an estimate of the form R^{L)R' with 
¢,(1) = ^ ^ 
n-m-l + 2kE^j^i 
by an approximate minimization of the Bayes risk. This estimate is very close to 
the estimate (2.2) given by Stein. Since the orthogonal group of transformations 
� 
is compact, the “restricted" Bayes estimate is necessarily admissible in the class 
of all estimates. 
:� i' 
I 
Verathaworn(1983) extended Haff's(1980) empirical Bayes result by taking '丨 ir ^ 
,« 
A|S �PKn(n , E) and E_i � W ^ ( n / , R), ；： 
I 
i, 
where R = diag{^, • • •, ^ ) with r,； being estimated from the marginal distribu- :丨 
I 
tion of A. He proposed new empirical Bayes estimates of the form ; 
. :1 
E2 = o.[A + t(u)B], 
i 
''\' 
where 0 < a < ^, t{.) is a nonincreasing function, u = tr(A-^c)^ C is an arbitrary 
positive definite matrix, and B = {diag{o,^''))~^, where a"' denotes the zth diagonal 
1 A A 
element of A~^. He proved that E2 dominate both Ei and S, but a Monte Carlo 
study showed that the improvement is small. 
Dey and Srinivasan(1985) proposed modifications to the estimate (2.1). The 
16 
proposed estimate has the form (2.1) with 
,/.x k {k logk)r{u) 
4>i[L)= — 
n 0 + u 
where u = E^iOog k)), and b is constant, b > ^ ^ ¾ ^ , and r{u) is a function 
satisfying 
« 0 < 你 1 警 ’ 
{ii) r{u) is monotone nondecreasing in u and E[r'[u)] < oo. 
V, 
They also carried out a Monte Carlo study and found that their proposed orthog-
onally invariant estimates give substantial reductions in risk over the unbiased 
.1 
estimate S especially when n is small. i 
：；丨 
I 
Lin and Perlman(1985) also carried out a Monte Carlo study to compare various '' 
i J. 
/ S A 、 
estimates of E using the scale invariant loss functions Li(E, E) = tr(EE"^)— ‘ 
log det(EE-i) — m and L2(S,E) = ^r(EE"^ — I f . These estimates include ^ 
1^  
Stein's orthogonally invariant estimate, Haff's empirical Bayes estimate and es- ; 
timates based on the correlation matrix method by Lin and Perlman, a method 
which employs transformations on the correlation coefficients obtained from S. 
They suggest an estimate of E given by 
E = D{s)R{p)D{s) 
where D{s) = diag{si,..., s^) is the diagonal matrix with the sample standard 
deviations s?: as diagonal elements and R{p) is an estimate of the population cor-
relation matrix based on the inverse Fisher z-transformation. The Monte Carlo 
17 
study showed that Stein's orthogonally invariant estimates and the correlation 
matrix method of Lin and Perlman provide substantial improvement in risk over 
the unbiased estimate S for a wide range of covariance structures, while the em-
pirical Bayes method of Haff offers less improvement. This paper also provides 




2.3 Properties of the Wishart Distribution ] 
:i 
Now, we introduce some properties of the Wishart Distribution. 
f 
^ 
i； »> I 
I <' ^ 
t 
Theorem 2.1 Let S be Wishart distributed Wn{k, V, M), V positive definite, i 
then ？ 
ES = kV + M'M ; 
I, ！ 
I I ! 
and 
Cov{vecS) = (/ + Kn)[k{V 0 V) + F ® {M'M) + {M'M) 0 V]. 
where M is the noncentrality parameter and K^ is Commutation matrix. 
A special case is the central Wishart distribution, where M = 0. 
Proof. The proof can be found in Magnus and Neudecker(1979). 
18 
i 
In our calculation, we need finding the expectation of trA^ and {trAf. The 
results can be proved by using the Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2 Given A �Wm{n, S), 
E[tr{A^)] = n(trS)2 + n{n + l)tr{Y?). 
Proof. 
� 
E[trA^] = trEvecA{vecA)' ；' 
I 
=tr[cov{vecA) + E{vecA){vecAY] , 
,•! 
=tr[{I^2 + Km)[n{^ 0 E)] + n^ecE(i;ecE)] :;1 
I :l ； ‘ 
=ntr[{lJ + Km){^ 0 E)] + nHr^^ ：  
'A 
=n(trEf + ntrT? + nHrT? < 
� 
=n{trEf + n{n + l)trS^ : 
Theorem 2.3 Given A �PV^(n, E), ] 
1 
E{trAf = 2ntrY? + n\trT>)\ 
Proof. 
E{trAf = E{(vecI^yvec(A) (vecAyvecIm' 
=(vecImy^l(vecA) (vecAy]vecI^ 
={vecIm) ‘ [cov {vecA) + {EvecA) {EvecA)']vecIm 
19 
=(vecImYKlm^ + Km)[n(E 0 E)] + n^veci:(veci:y]vecIm 
=2ntrE^ + n^(trEy, 
Theorem 2.4 Given B �Wm{ri2, Im), 
E[vec{B-'){vecB-^)'] = /?o(0 + KJ + 0释(1爪)(慨1爪), 
where 
/¾ = - ：] 




1 + 2(n2 - m — l)A) ”: 
A = "^7 r^~~ = {ri2 - m — 2)A^  , 
[Ti2 — m — 1尸 ；l 
1^  I 
Proof. The proof appeared in details in Leung(1986). ：丨 
^ 
1/ 
2.4 Main Results 
Let A � W m { n , E) with eigenvalues /1, . . . , lm , S = ^A Also we have E[S) = E : 
with eigenvalues ^ i , . . . , 6m- In this problem, G and A are correspond to A and 
E respectively in (1.3). We consider only orthogonally invariant estimates of E 
which have the same characteristic vectors as A and whose characteristic roots 
are functions only of /1 , . . . , lm] that is, estimates of the form 
t{A) = H^{L)H' 
20 
where A = HLH\ H'H = HH' = /, L = diag{h,...,l^), and $ ( L ) = 
diag{^>i[L)^..., ^^{L)). The variables 0^(L), i = 1 , . . . , m may be regarded as 
estimates of (5i,..., 6m-
We have derived a new estimate as 
八 1 — Q. OL 1 — OL 
E« = aS + [trS)I,n = -A + {trA)Irr,. 
m n mn 
From above Theorem 2.2 and 2.3, we know that, 
k ^ 
E{trA^) = n{trEf + n{n + l)trE^ J 




Now, we try to find out the risk of ^… 、： 'i 'i �Q 1 ^ 1 2 � 
i?(E,E«) = Etr -A^-^(trA)Irn - S / 
L n mn ‘ � 
= ^ E [ t r { A ' ) ] + ^J:^:^E[{trAf] + tr{E^) ‘ 
n2 mn/ 
-^^Etr[A^) — ^ii^E[(trA)(trE)] + ^^i^E[(trAf] 
n mn mn/ 
Q;2^r / , 9 、 i (l — cO(l + cO� , , 9 , — o \ =-E[tr{A^)] + ^ ^——^-E[{trAf] + trE^ 7i/ mn/ “ 
-2atr{E') — ^il^(trE)^ 
m 
o? ^r / � � i (1 — a) ( l + a) _r/ .xOn 
=^E[tr{A^)] + ^ ^——^-E[{trAf] 
n/ mn/ 
+ (1 — 2a)tr{E')—之“-〜冗, (2.3) 
TTh 
Putting a = 1, we can find out the risk between the unbiased estimate and the 
true parameter, 
21 
ME, ^) = ^ E M A " ) ] - tr(E'). (2.4) 
nr 
Now find the risk difference between the unbiased and the proposed estimate, 
(2.3) and (2.4), 
B{^) = R{E,S)-R{^,ta,) 
1 - a^ f , 1 2 2 n � , . , 
= 几 + 1 ：；——trE^ 
n V m l + a^  � ) 
* � 
+ ( l - - + ^ ^ ) ( t r S ) 4 - (2.5) ； 
m m[l + a) J . .j 




rwv^� 1 - a^ f ^ n + 2 2(m, - l)nl . 
5 ( E ) > {n + 2 ^ V \ trJ： 1 n [ m m(l + a) J 
(l-a2)(m-l)r 八 2n ] ,^9� , � 
= n + 2 - - — — U r E^ . 2.6 i 
nm 1 1 + a J � ) � ) ) 
A sufficient condition for B(E) > 0 is 
' i 
2r? n + 2 - -~~— > 0 and of < 1， i 1 + a "' 
or equivalently, 
n — 2 -^<c^<l-
n + 2 
Intuitively speaking, we would like to find a value of a that maximizes the risks 
difference 5(E) in equation (2.5). However, such a value of a is generally depends 
on the unknown matrix E. Instead, we suggest using a* = ^^. This a* is optimal 
22 
in the sense that it will maximize the lower bound of 5 (E) in the right hand side 
of equation (2.6). The corresponding regularized estimator of E is 
^c* = " ^ A + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ { t r A ) I ^ . (2.7) 
n + 2 mn[n + 2) 
with eigenvalues 
_ = ^ h + ~ ^ ^ T (z = l，...，m). (2.8) :] 
':丨 
So we have the following theorem: 
'i, 
/N /N 




timate T>u is dominated by Eo； defined in (1.1) for positive definite matrix E ‘ 
j 
1 
provided that m > 1 and ^ ^ < a < 1. ； 
( 
2.5 Simulation Study 




Carlo simulation study was carried out to compare the risks of E[/ and E^；* 
defined in (2.7). For m = 3 and n = 5，10，25, a sample of 1000 Wishart W3(r1, E) 
matrices were generated for three different choices of E. Then these 1000 matrices 
A A were used to construct E|7 and E *^ and from these the average of these losses 
/ S / s _ 
(L(E, E) 二 tr(E-E)^) were obtained. The design used here replicates the setting 
used in Dey(1988) in order to compare with his simulation results directly. Table 
23 
1 summarizes these results. In this table the value given for each combination of 
S and n is the percentage reduction in average loss(PRIAL) for E^ *^ compared 
/ N 
with Tqj, i.e., it is the estimate of 
EL{^,tu)-EL{^,t^.) • 
7 * lUU. 
EL{Y.,^u) 
Table 2 shows the PRIAL for E«* using the loss function L(S, 6) = ^(¾ — ^)^, 
i.e., it is the sum of squared errors of the estimated eigenvalues of J2a* given in 
equation (2.6). The results show that the PRIAL in Tables 1 and 2 are very sim- 丨 
I’ ‘ 
ilar and in fact they are equal for the case E = /3. The PRIAL is large especially 
I 








TABLE 1. PRIAL of E«* using loss function L(E, E) = tr{t 一 Ef. 1 
Wishart E = diag{l, 1,1) E = diag{A, 2,1) E - diag{25,1,1) 
I 
n = 5 40.939 36.828 22.977 
10 25.460 22.512 13.376 
25 11.900 11.143 7.437 
24 
TABLE 2 PRIAL of E .^. using loss function L{S, S) = Z{^^ - j f . 
Wishart J: = diag{l,l,l) S - diag{A, 2,1) E = diag{25,1,1) 
n = 5 40.939 38.371 22.530 
10 25.460 24.334 13.138 





























Estimation of the Scale Matrix 






Multivariate F Distribution 
I 
I i 
3.1 Formulation and Significance of The Prob-
k ' 
lem 
Closely related to the problem of estimating E in Chapter 2, we consider the 
problem of estimating the scale matrix A in a multivariate F distribution in this 
chapter. This problem arised from a two-sample setting as follows: 
26 
Let 
^1 � W ^ { n u Ei) and S2 � W ^ ( r i 2 , E2) 
where Si and S2 are independent. There exist a m x m lower-triangular matrix 
T such that TT>2T' = / , and put A 二 TT^T'. Make a change of variables from 
Si and S2 to A and B, where 
A = TS,r^Wm{ni,A), 
• H | 
B = TS2r^wm{n2,I). ;l 
The characteristic roots of A are the same as those of E1E2^, namely S i , . . . , 6 '^, M 
- 1 ：丨 while /1 , . . . , lm, the characteristic roots of ¾^*¾ , are the same as those of the 
•� 
non-observable random matrix 
丨丨 
! 
F = A^B-^A^. ！ 
1 
This F has a multivariate F distribution with rii and ri2 degrees of freedom and 
. I 
i 




Act as if F is observable and use it to construct an ‘estimate，A(F) of A. The 
characteristic roots of A may then be regarded as estimates of 6i,...，Sm- Here we 
must insist that these be proper estimates in that they depend on F only through 
/1 , . . . , lm, and hence are observable. To this end we consider only orthogonally 
invariant estimates of A which have the same characteristic vectors as F and 
whose characteristic roots are functions only of /i, •.. ,/爪；that is, estimates of 
27 
the form 
A(F) = H^{L)H' 
where F = HLH', H'H = HH' = I, L = diag(^h,...Jrn), and $ ( L ) = 
diag(<^i(L),..., ^rn{L))- The variables 0,;(L), i = 1 , . . . , m may be regarded as 
estimates of 6i,...，6m-
We consider the estimation of A under the loss 
' 1 
L ( A , A ) = t r ( A - A ) ^ (3.1) ) 
’丨 
The eigenvalues of A, (5i,..., 6m, are also important, for example, in the problem 丨 
1 
of testing H^ : Ei = E2 against Hi : Ei + E2. In fact, the power functions � 
'I 
of tests based on functions of /1, . . . , 1爪 depend on Ei and E2 only through the 
( I , 
I 
maximal invariant (¾ , . . . , 6m)- For details, see Muirhead(1982) and Muirhead ‘ 
I 




3.2 Review of The Previous Works 
1 !•‘ 
Some other eigenvalue estimation problems have also been studies. Muirhead and 
Verathaworn(1985) studied the problem of estimating the latent roots of EiE^^ 
To spell it out, let Si and S2 be independent m x m Wishart matrices, with 
Si �Wjn{r i i , E )^ for i 二 1，2. The problem is then to estimate the eigenvalues 







for example, in the problem of testing H : Ei = E2 against K : Si ^ E2. 
Muirhead and Verathaworn concentrate on estimating a parameter matrix A with 
the same eigenvalues of S1E2^ based on a random matrix F whose eigenvalues 
have the same distribution as those of S1S2^. Using the loss function Li(A, A) 二 
A 1 A 
t r ( A A " ) — log cfet(AA_i) — m , they followed a similar approach to that used 
by Haff(1985) arriving at an approximate Bayes estimate. This estimate is of 




F = HLH', with L = diag{li,..., 1饥),and $(L) 二 diag{4>i{L),. •., ^m{L)) with :J 
,/y-X — k ：1 
T ' ' ' � ) ni-m-1 I 2(m+n2-m-l) 1 yy 1 • ‘ 
^ ^ ^ n2(n2-m-l) ^^  ^i^j T~^ ；'| 
I 
:丨丨 
In practice there is no guarantee that 4>i{L) > . . . > 4>rn{L) > 0; Muirhead and 
i ( 
Verathaworn addressed this problem by using an isotonic procedure. A Monte 1 
1 
Carlo study was carried out and showed reasonable reductions in risk over an ‘ 
unbiased estimate of A. 
I Zidek(1978) considered the problem of estimating matrices of multivariate normal j 
I 
means and regression coefficients. He derived unbiased estimates of the risks by ‘ 
using zonal polynomial expansions for the noncentral distributions. The problem 
of estimating a matrix of multivariate normal means M is related to the problem 
of estimating the noncentrality matrix A of a noncentral Wishart distribution. 
Recently, Leung and Muirhead(1988), Dey(1988,1989), Gupta and Krishnamoor-
thy(1990), Konno(1991) and Leung(1992) also do research in this direction. 
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3.3 Properties of Multivariate F Distribution 
All the result below, we impose the condition rii > m + 1 and n) > m + 3. 
In calculating the risks of the estimators involved, we need the expectation of 
(trF)2 and tr(F^). The results are stated and proved in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Theorem 3.1 Given A � W ^ ( n i , A )， B �评爪乂几 2， I m ) , and F = A^B'^A^ 
E ^ ) 2 = M l M ^ ' 2 - m - 2) + 2]{trAf + 2(n - m — l)tr{A^)} ,„ 
(ri2 — m)(ri2 — m — l)(n2 — m — 3) ：； 
. I . 
I 







We know that '' 
j 
{trFf 二 {vecI)'vecF{vecF)'{vecI) : 
={vecI)'vec{A^B~^A^)[vec{AiB~^A^)]\vecI) 
I I 
={vecI)'{A^ 0 A^)vec{B-^)vec{B-^)'{A^ � A^){vecI). \ 
I >' 
It is not easy to find the above expectation directly but we can use the property 
of conditional expectation and the properties of Wishart. 
E{trFf = E[E[trFf\A. 
By Theorem 2.4, 
30 
i 
E[{trFf\A] = {vecI)'{A^^A^) 
A(^m2 + K) + P4{vecI^2){vecIm2)[ 
(Ai(g)Ai){vecIm2) 
=2f3o{veciy{A^A){vecI) 
^P4{veciy{A^ (g) Ai){vecI){vecI)'{A^ 0 A^){vecI) 
=2A)*rA2 + /^(frVl)2. 
‘！ 
Therefore, •; 
E{trFf = 2P0EtrA^ + p^E{trAf 卜 
1 
二 2pQ[ni[tri^f + ni{ni + l)trA^] _丨 
i 
+/^4[2nitrA^ + nl{trAf] ‘ 
= n i { 2 P o + n1P4){trA)^ + 2ni[po{ni + 1) + P4]trA^ ！ 
—n i { [ n i { u 2 一 m 一 2) + 2]{trAf + 2(n - m - l)^r(A2)} 
(n2 — m)[ri2 — m, — l)(n2 — m — 3) • I 
！ 
We can prove the following theorem using a similar technique as above. ‘ 
‘^ 
Theorem 3.2 Given A �W^(ni,A), B �Wm{ri2Jm), and F 二 A^B'^A^. 
2 = ni{(n - m - l){trAf + [(m + l)(n2 — m — 1) + 2]tr(A^)} 
(n2 — m)[ri2 — m — l)(n2 — m — 3) . 
Proof. We know that 




= t r { A ^ 0 Ai)vecB~^{vecB~^y{A^ 0 A^). 
By Theorem 4 of 2.3, 
E{trF^lA) = tr{{Ai 0 Ai)[po{I + K) + p4{vecI)(veciy] 
{A^ ^A^)} 
=tr{{A 0 A)[Po{I + K) + p^{vecI){veciy]} 






E(trF^) = PoE{trAf + (/5o + (3^)EtrA^ ‘‘ 
I 
=A)[2nitrA2 + nJ(trA)^] 
+(A) + A)[n1(trA)2 + m{ni + l)trA^] . 
- n i [ ( n i + l)A) + /?4](trA)2 | 
I 
h ' 
+ni[(3 + ni)po + P4{n1 + l)]trA^ 
=n1{(77. — m - l){trAf + [(ni + l)(n2 - m — 1) + 2]tr(A^)} 
(n2 — m)(n2 — m — l)(n2 — m — 3) • 
32 
3.4 Main Results 
Let F �Fm{ni , r i2 ] A). It is shown in Leung and Muirhead(1988) that an unbi-
ased estimate of A is 
^ _ rio — m — 1 _ 
Ac/ 二 cF = — F. 
ni 
So our proposed estimate is 
A« 二 acF + -~~-(tr cF)Im-
m 
Now the risk of A^ is 
i^(A,A,) = E[Zr(Aa_A)2] : 
1 Q ^ 
二 Etr[caF + c(trF)I^ - A f 
m 
=c'a'Etr(F') + ^^^^^E[(trFf] + tr(A') 
m 




= c ' a ' E [ ( t r F ^ ) ] + ^i^^L^E[(trF)'] 
m , 
+ (1 — 2a)tr{A') — ^^^~^\trAf. 
m 
/ N 
Putting a = 1, the risk of the unbiased estimate A /^ is 
R{A,Au) = E[tr{cF - A)^)] 
=c^E[tr{F^)] + tr{A^) 一 2cE[tr{AF)' 
-c^E[tr{F^)]-tr{A^). 
33 
Therefore, the difference between the risk of the new estimate and the risk of the 
unbiased estimate is 
G(A) = R(A,Au)-R(A,A^) 
=c'(l - a')E[tr(F')] - 一“ “ ^'^E[(trFf] 
TTh 
—2(1 - a)tr{A') + ^^^~^\trAf 
m 
= ( 1 — a) (c2(l + a)E[tr{F^)] - ^i^:±^E[{trF)^] 
m 
\ 
-2tr(A2) + - ( ^ r A ) 4 . 
TTi J ‘ 
In Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have shown that 
1 旧 明 ] = _ _ n ^ ( n - r n ^ - l ) ( t r A ) ^ _ _ 
(n2 — m){n2 — m — l)(n2 — m — 3) 
I ni[(ni + l)(n2 — m - 1) + 2]tr(A^) 
{ri2 — m)(ji2 一 rn — l)(n2 一 m — 3), 
2) E[tr(F?] 二 几1{[几1(几2 - m - 2) + 2]{trAf + 2(n - m 一 l)tr(A^)} 
(722 — rr1){n2 - m 一 l)(n2 — m — 3) j 
、.丨 
where n 二 rii + ri2. 
So, 
G(A) = ' ' ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ m E [ t r F ^ ] - E [ { t r F f ] 
2m , , 0、 2 0 - 2 / 1 ^ X {trA^) + , , I � f trA)2} . c^ (l + a) ¢2(1 + a) \ �J 
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Since 
mE[trF^] = ^ { m ( n - m — l){trAf + m[(ni + l)(n2 - m — 1) + 2]tr(A^)} 
Po 
and 
mE[trF^] - E[{trFf] = ^ { [ m ( n - m - 1) - n1(n2 - m - 2) - 2]{trAf 
Po 
+{m[(n! + l)(n2 — m - 1) + 2: 
- 2 ( n - m - l ) > t r ( A 2 ) } , 
I 
where /¾ = (ji2 — rn)[n<2 — m — l)(n2 — m — 3) and n = rii + n2. 
So 
• I 
C^(\ — Of2)<^ i 
G{A) = ^~~;^-^[{m[(ni + l)(n2 - m - 1) + 2] - 2(n - m - 1) 
m"o 
l^f^�}MA2) + {[m(n — m — 1) — m(n2 — m 一 2) — 2] 
nic^(l + a) 
+ 2 ? ? 0 丄、 } (力叫 2 ] I 
nic2(l + a)J^ 乂」 ； 
= � 2 ( 1 : 广 1 [ _ ( 么 2 ) + a2(trA)2] . 
where 
o'i ―― m[(ni + 1)(77.2 — rn — 1) + 2] — 2{n ―― m — 1) 
2mrii {ri2 — m)(ji2 —饥—3) 
(l + a ) ( n 2 - m - 1) , 
0,2 = [m,{n — m, — 1) - n1(n2 — m — 2) — 2" 
35 
2ni {ri2 — m)[ri2 — m — 3) 
(1 + a){ri2 — m — 1) 
Using (trA)2 > tr{A^) and c1,2 > 0, 
� \ \ c^(l — a^)ni , _^�, �r 2ni(no — m — 3) , , 9, 
^ A > ^^^;^^ m — l n2 - m)[n, + 2 - j ^ j ^ ^ tr A^ . 
mPo (1 + a){n2 - m, - 1)' 
A sufficient condition for G(A) > 0 is 0 < a < 1 and 
2n1(n2 - m - 3) 
^'l + 2 > 7^~~w 7T, 
(1 + a)[n2 — m — 1) 
which is equivalent to 
� 2ni {n2 — m — 3) ^ ni — 2 4rii 
" — ( n i 4 - 2 ) ( n 2 - m - l ) 一 — ni + 2 — {rii + 2)(?¾ - m — 1). 
In order to obtain a dominant result, the condition 1 > a > max| 2n1(n2-m-3)— 
, L (ni+2)(n2-m-l) 
1,0} should be satisfied. 
Note that 
2ni(n2 — m — 3) 工 工 
{ni + 2)(n2 — m - 1) . 
Since it is equivalent to 
2 n i ( n 2 - m - 3 ) < ^ 
( n 1 + 2 ) ( n 2 - m - l ) ’ 36 
or 
rii + ri2 — m — 1 > 0, 
which satisfies our condition, so it is always hold. 
Note that the lower bound for G{A) is 
^ ((1 — ,2)(^2-m-l)K + 2) — — a)lwA2). 
m y ) n 1 ( n 2 - m - 3 ) 、 ^J 、 ) 
We can show that the optimal a which can maximize the lower bound is 
* n1(n2 - m - 3) 
Q[ = • 
(ni + 2)(n2 - m - 1). 
It can be shown that 0 < a* < 1. So we have, 
- no — m — 3 ^ 2(ni + no — m — 1), _, ^ , � 
^ - = ^ ^ r r ^ F + ( 觀 ‘ + 2 ) � t r F � I ^ (3.2) 
with eigenvalues 
n 2 - m - 3 ! I 2 ( n 1 + n 2 - m - l ) -
则 =n i + 2 l'. + "^ n^i(ni+2)"~"、(^  = 1,...‘叫 （3.¾ 
where 1 is the average of li,..., /^, the eigenvalues of F. 
Theorem 3.3 Using the loss function (3.1), the unbiased estimate A^ is domi-
A 
nated by A^ defined in (1.2) for all positive definite matrix A provided that m > 1, 
712 > m + 3, ni > m + 1 and max{^^ 一 ( , 1 + 2 ) 二 一 ) , 0 } < a < 1. 
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Discussion 
In the two sample problem, F �F^(ni,ri2, A), we know that n2F converge in 
distribution to Wm,{^ 'i^  ^ ) as ri2 tends to 00. Based on above fact, we can note 
that, as ri2 tends to 00, the condition in Theorem 3.3 becomes a > ^ ^ and the 
optimal a* = ^¾^. Both are consistent with our result in the Wishart case in 
Chapter 2. 
3.5 Simulation Study 
We consider the problem of estimating the scale matrix A in a multivariate F 
distribution. For m — 4 and rii = ri2 = 10,15, 20, 1000 matrices of A's and 
B's are generated from W4(n1, A) and W4(n2, /4) respectively for three different 
choices of A, where A and B are independent. They are then transformed into 
F = A^B-^A^. 
i 1 
！ 
These A are taken from Dey(1988). Table 3 shows the PRIAL for A ,^* defined | 
A 
in (3.2) compared with the unbiased estimator Au using the loss function (3.1). 
Similarly, Table 4 shows the PRIAL for (3.3) using loss function L{S, 6) = ^{Si — 
/ s 
^) . Again the results in Tables 3 and 4 are very similar although the PRIAL's 
are not as large as those given in Table 2 in Dey (1988). 
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TABLE 3. PRIAL of A^. using loss function L(A, A) = tr(A - A )^ 
Multivariate F A = diag(l, 1,1,1) A = diag(8,4，2,1) A 二 diag(25,1,1,1) 
ni = U2 = 10 63.129 55.484 40.877 
15 42.829 37.482 27.515 
20 33.065 28.484 20.133 
TABLE 4. PRIAL of A,,* using loss function L(S, 6) = E(S^ — Sif. 
Multivariate F A = diag{l, 1,1,1) A = dmg{8,4, 2,1) A = diag[25,1,1,1) 
m - ri2 = 10 63.129 56.393 37.968 
15 42.829 39.683 26.839 




In chapter 2 and 3, we have shown that the usual unbiased estimator of E or 
A are inadmissible. They can be improved by a class of orthogonally invariant 
estimator that shrink their eigenvalues towards some central values. The cen-
tral value we used in this thesis is the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues, i.e., 
^ YJiLi k- However, other alternatives are possible. For example, the geomet-
j 
ric mean (nSi k ) � o r the harmonic mean, • : ! can be used instead of the | 
2 ^ i = i 、 丨 1 
arithmetic mean. Therefore the class of orthogonally invariant estimator that 
shrink their eigenvalues towards the geometric mean and the harmonic mean are 
respectively, 








^ c e c G + ( l - a ) c ^ ^ (4.2) 
I 
1 where a is the shrinkage parameter and 0 < a < 1. 
[ 
Besides these classes of orthogonally invariant estimator, other loss functions can 
be used. For example, two commonly used scale-invariant loss functions can be 
- considered, namely, 
i 1 




I L2{G, G) = tr{GG'^ — I f . (4.4) 
I 
It is believed that the class of estimator defined in (4.1) is more suitable for the 
I loss function (4.3), while the class of estimator in (4.2) is more suitable for (4.4). 
[ However, the risk calculations involved are more complicate and more work need 
to be done. 
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#define m 3 
#define N 25 
#define M 100 










tt[i] [j] = t[j] [i] ； I 
> i 









a[i] [j] += t[i] [k] *tt [k] [j]； 
} 















idum = -1111111; 
t = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
tt = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
a = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
d = vector(l,m)； 
V = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
sigm = matrix(l,m,l,m)； I 
sigml = matrix(l,m,l,m)； ； 
I 
var = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
tmp = matrix(l,m,l,m); 





sigm[i] [j] = 0.； 
sigm[l] [1] = 25.； 
sigm[2] [2] = 1.; 
sigm[3] [3] = 1.; 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sigml [i] [j] = 0.； 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
sigml [i] [i] = sqrt(sigm[i] [i])； 
47 
ssum_sigm = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
ssum_sigm += sigm[j][j]； 
ssum_sigm = SQ(ssum_sigm)； 
sum_ssigm = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sum_ssigm += SQ(sigm[j] [j])； 
cum = 0.； 
cuml = 0.； 
sum_esq = 0.； //check 
sum_e = 0.； 





t[i] [j] = 0.; 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=i+l;j<m+l;j++) 





t [i] [i] += SQ(gasdev(&idum))； 
} 










printf("eigen/N = lf %f 7ofXn" ,d [1] /N,d[2] /N,d[3] /N)； 
sum = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sum += SQ(l./N*d[j]-sigm[j] [j]); 
ave = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
ave += d[j]/m; 
suml = 0•； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
suml += SQ(l./N*(d[j]-(l.-alph)*(d[j]-ave))X 
-sigm[j] [j])； 
cum += sum; 
cuml += suml； 
//check... 
esq = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
esq += SQ(d[j]); 
e = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
e += d[j]； 
e = SQ(e)； 
sum_esq += esq; 
sum_e += e; 
//end check 
} 
per = (cum-cuml)/cum*100,； 
49 
printf("per = 7ofXn" ,per)； 
e = sum_e/(float)M; 
esq = sum_esq/(float)M; 
gs = (1.+alph)*(1.-alph)/SQ(N)*esq-(1.+alph)*(1.-alph)/m/SQ(N)\ 
*e-2.*(1.-alph)*sum_ssigm+2.*(1.-alph)*ssum_sigm/m; 
gt = (1.-SQ(alph))/(float)N*((N-2./m-2.\ 
*N/(l.+alph)+l.)*sum_ssigm+X 
(1.-N/m+2.*N/m/(1.+alph))*ssum_sigm)； 






















#define m 4 
#define N 10 
#define N2 10 
#define M 100 









tt[i] [j] = t[j][i]; 
> 









a[i] [j] += t[i] [k] *tt [k] [j]； 
} 
















idum = -111111111; 
t = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
tt = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
a = matrix:(l，m，l，m); 
d = vector(l,m)； 
V = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
sigm = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
sigm2 = matrix(l,m,1,m)； 
var = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
var2 = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
al = matrix(l,m,l,m)； 
inv = matrix(l，m，l，m); 
indx = ivector(l,m); 
clrscr()； 
alph = N*(N2-m-3.)/(N+2.)/(N2-m-l.)； 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sigm[i] [j] = 0 .； 
sigm[l] [1] = 1.; 
sigm[2] [2] = 1.; 
sigm[3] [3] = 1.; 
sigm[4] [4] = 1.; 
52 
ssum_sigm = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
ssum_sigm += sigm[j] [j]； 
ssum_sigm = SGKssum_sigm); 
sum_ssigm = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 




sigm2[i] [j] = 0.; 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sigm2[j][j] = sqrt(sigm[j][j]); 
ssum_sigm2 = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
ssum_sigm2 += sigm2[j][j]； 
ssum_sigm2 = SQ(ssum_sigm2)； 
sum_ssigm2 = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sum_ssigm2 += SQ(sigm2[j] [j])； 
cum = 0.； 





t[i] [j] = 0.; 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=i+l;j<m+l;j++) 






t[i][i] += SQ(gasdev(&idum)); 
} 







/ 木 * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * 本 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
t[i] [j] = 0.; 
for(i=l;i<m+l;i++) 
for(j=i+l;j<m+l;j++) 





t[i][i] += SQ(gasdev(&idum))； 
} 











a[i] [j] = l./d[i]*tt[i] [j]； 
m u l t ( V ， a ， v a r 2 ， m ) ； 
/*********************************************/ 
m u l t ( v a r ， v a r 2 ， i n v , m ) ； 
m u l t ( v a r 2 ， i n v ， a ， m ) ； 
copym(a,al,m)； 
jacobi(al,m,d,v,&nrot)； 
printf('7J 7of 7of y„f\n", (N2-m-l.) /N*d [1] , \ 
(N2-m-l.)/N*d[2],(N2-m-l.)/N*d[3]，(N2-m-l.)/N*d[4]); 
sum = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
sum += SQ((N2-m-l.)/N*d[j]-sigm[j] [j]); 
ave = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
ave += d[j] /m; 
suml = 0.； 
for(j=l;j<m+l;j++) 
suml += SQ((N2-m-l.)/N*(d[j]-(1.-alph)*(d[j]-ave))\ 
-sigm[j] [j]); 
c u m + = s u m ; 
cuml += suml； 
} 
55 
per = (cum-cuml)/cum*100.； 
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